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Imperial Measures Distilling

Established by two bartenders on a quest to please the palates of a thirsty
world by creating exceptional booze



our products

SIGNATURE GIN

Our �agship gin released in 2015. Citrus and spice driven, orange, vanilla,
green cardamom and macadamia harmonise with 7 other botanicals to make a
truly easy drinking contemporary gin

BOLD GIN

Pronounced juniper leads a chorus of 13 botanicals including sage, thyme,
black cardamom, and pepper creating a beautiful classic style gin with
herbaceous and savoury characteristics

RUBY BITTER APERITIF

An Italian style amaro consisting of 12 botanicals, championed by ruby red
grapefruit. This bitter-sweet aperitif is tied together with beetroot, gentian,
rose, and hibiscus to offer an earthy and citrus driven palate

MANDEAUX LIQUEUR

Mandeaux is our take on a French style citrus based liqueur. Made utilising the
abundance of citrus grown in back yards of the suburbs surrounding the
distillery. Fresh, bright, and true mandarin �avour, dangerously tasty

CERISE LIQUEUR

A French style liqueur made with sweetheart cherries from Montacute in the
Adelaide hills. This liqueur is reminiscent of Christmas, with hints of almond
and the full velvety �avour of cherries

our products

SCARLET SWEET VERMOUTH

Scarlet Sweet Vermouth is a revision of the traditional vermouth concept.
Designed for cocktails that suit the classic stir down format such as the
Negroni. Scarlet is also at home in an Americano or served with soda.

Forty botanicals from families such as citrus, nuts, roots, herbs, fruits and
spices are supported by the vermouth stalwart Wormwood.

Working with Michael Downer of Murdoch Hill Wines we decided on a blend of
his Adelaide Hills Chardonnay and Pinot Noir as the wine base.

UMAMI DRY VERMOUTH

Our �rst offering of a dry vermouth with an umami botanical focus.
Wormwood, porcini, wakame, capers and miso are the driving components
in�uencing this persuit of ‘deliciousness’.

Wine from Michael Corbett of Vanguardist. A one-off expression of biodynamic
Watervale Riesling. Two years in barrel, with extended skin contact delivers
impressive chalky tannin structure, acidity and complexity.

Handpicked wormwood is complimented by the concentrated expression of
umami. This was achieved with key ingredients fermented by Simon Bryant
prior to infusion in spirit.

Made with the Dirty Martini in mind, umami extracted from selected botanicals
replaces the need for the classic addition of olive brine.

All botanicals for both vermouths were individually vacuum sealed with spirit
and gently heated in a water bath to infuse and extract �avour. This process
retains all delicate notes otherwise lost in traditional methods of production.

New Releases



cocktails

IMD Negroni
Signature Gin, Ruby Bitter, Sweet Vermouth

Moment of Clarity
Signature Gin, Cerise, Pineapple, Red berries

Autumn Collins
Bold Gin, Apple, Rhubarb, Vanilla, Sherry, Lemon, Soda

Life’s a Peach
Signature Gin, Peach Aperitif, White Chocolate, Whites

Imperial Hold Up
Signature Gin, Ruby, Pineapple, Passionfruit, Lime

Royale Spritz
Cerise, Yellow Chartreuse, Ruby Bitter, Prosecco, Soda

Hard Candy
Ruby Bitter, Never Never Aquavit, Plantation Pineapple, Blueberry, Beetroot

Even Keel
Signature Gin, Amontillado Sherry, Dom Benedictine, Orange Bitters

Reed Snapper
Bold Gin, Tomato, Soy, Spice

Let Them Eat Cake
Butter washed Signature Gin, Cerise, Spiced Port Syrup, Egg

ON TAP $15
Venice Queen
Mint Bold Gin, Lime, Agave, Ginger Beer

signature serves

SIGNATURE GIN

� Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic and slice of fresh orange
� San Pellegrino blood orange soda with chilli and mint

BOLD GIN

� Fever-Tree Indian tonic and Coriole green olives or lemon and thyme
� San Pellegrino grapefruit soda with slice of ruby grapefruit and rosemary

RUBY BITTER APERITIF

� Fever-Tree spiced orange ginger ale or soda and a slice of fresh orange
� San Pellegrino pomegranate/orange soda with lemon and kaf�r lime leaf

MANDEAUX LIQUEUR

� Soda with a slice of fresh orange
� San Pellegrino mandarin/orange soda and dill

CERISE LIQUEUR

� Soda with a slice of fresh lemon
� Neat or on the rocks

SCARLET SWEET VERMOUTH

� Soda with a slice of fresh lemon and rosemary
� Neat or on the rocks

UMAMI DRY VERMOUTH

� Tonic with a pippara pepper
� In a Martini

Our favourite ways to sip our spirits $20



classics

Martini
Bold Gin, IMD Dry Vermouth

Tom Collins
Bold Gin, Lemon, Soda

Corpse Reviver #2
Signature Gin, Mandeaux, Lillet Blanc, Lemon

Gimlet
Bold Gin, Lime, Sugar

Army & Navy
Signature Gin, Orgeat, Lemon, Whites

Last Word
Bold Gin, Green Chartreuse, Maraschino, Lime

Bespoke and additional classic cocktails upon request

$20

tastings

Core Range $20pp
Signature Gin, Bold Gin, Ruby Bitter Aperitif
accompanied with mixers and garnishes

Full Range $30pp
Signature Gin, Bold Gin, Ruby Bitter Aperitif,
Mandeaux Liqueur, Cerise Liqueur
accompanied with mixers and garnishes

Vermouths $10pp
Scarlett Sweet Vermouth, Umami Dry Vermouth
Add to another tasting, or on their own

Guided Tasting $45pp
Full range tasting with one of our bartenders. 30 minutes +
Strictly by appointment only

other libations
Ever changing rotation of local beers and wines. Have a chat to our
bartenders for our current selection

San Pellegrino Flavoured Sodas available for those not looking to imbibe

Explore our range



burgermenu
Smash Burger $10

Smash beef patty, colby cheese, red onion, pickles, house made special sauce
on a brioche bun

Haloumi Burger $10

Grilled haloumi, pickled mushrooms, house made basil pesto on a turkish roll

Vegan Burger $10

House made vegan patty, pickled red onion, fried con�t sweet potato crisp,
tomato, rocket, vegan aioli on a gluten free bun

Weekly changing special from our grill master Elliott. Ask our
staff or the man himself for more information

Additions +$4 Extra Patty
+$4 Boston Bay Smallgoods Scotch Fillet Bacon
+$2.5 Gluten Free Bun

Please let us know about any dietaries, most can be accommodated


